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ensure good petiorfnrtnee for discrete rquests (such as
low response times, low response-time variance, etc.).
Mering high performance to both types of requests is a
formidable c~enge which disk schdtig
rdgoriti
must face. However, disk schedtig
rdgorithms for
mixd worUoads have been largely overlooked by
rebted mtdtitnti
research efforts, which so far have
motiy conmntratd on tie schdtig
of continuous
requests ordy. With tis paper we attempt to M tis gap.

-S=CT
310st mutimedia appfic~.ons require storage and
rm”ev~
of hge
amounts of continuous and
ficrete data at v~l high rat~ Disk driv= should
be servicing such tid
workloads achieving low
while
times for
discrete requests,
rqonse
guaruntea”ng
the uninterrupted
delivery
of
coIti.nuous data Disk scheduling algorithms for
Jworkloa&, &hough they play a central role
in this task have been overlooked by related
mutimedia r~earch efforts, which so far have
Jmstfy concentrated
on the scheduling
of
03dv. ~e focus of this paper
coI*”nuous requis on e~iti
disk WO scheduling algorithms for
_
workbads in a mutimedia storage server.
We propose novel algorithms, a tonomy
of
r~~mzt algorithms, and stud~’ their p~ormance
through ~m.mentatiom
Our resuti show that
drastic
offer
our
proposed
dgo~hms
improvements in discrete request average response
times, low r~onse-time
vm”abifity, while serving
contiguous requm without interrupting
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The or-on
of the paper is as foflows. k the rest of
this swtion we briefly review relatd work describe tie
system model, and defie the problem at Md. h section
2 we develop new schtifig
dgonthms, motivate their
usetiess,
and present a taxonomy. The simtitionbased testbd and the performance evaluation of the
proposed algorithms are presentd in section 3. The
paper is wncluded h section 4
I

I

1.1 Related Work
1.1.I Disk Scheduling Algorithms

f

fily

schtifig
algorithms focused on reducing seek
rdgorithm
times. The Shortest Seek Time First (SS~
[3] achieved thiq however, it incurs a high response time
varianm and is starvtion-bonnd. SCAN schedtding was
dso proposal in [3]. It serves rquests in an elevator-Me
mmmer, (as it sweeps the disk in either one or both
directions) Wowing seek-time op~ons,
wMe
reducing the response time variance. kt [5] the authors
proposti a parametetid
gene-tion
of SSTF and
SCM. The V@) dgorithrn operates as SSTF except

1 mODUC~ON
hfdtirnediastorageserversfor many apptieations (such
as digitrd Ebraries. news-on-demani teleteactig, etc-)
WW tive to manage mixed-woruoads mntaining
continuous data requests (e.g, for video and audio) and
discrem data rquests (e.g., for text or image data). The
performan= requirements W have to be met are very
stringent ad r~uest-type spwfic. fich mndnuous data
figment must be defiverd witi a spwfied time Mt
in order to avoid interruptions in tie flow of ~
termd
timps or @tches. At the same time, the server must
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every timeit changes direction it adds a petity,
dependent on the parameter R and the seek -cc.
When R=l @=O) V@) reduces to SCM (SS~. The
performance of these dgoti~
as weU as other
variations of SCM, mch as the LOOK algorithm (which
changes scanning direction when no more requw are
pending in tie current direction) has been studid
exTerirnentiy in [22] and anrdytidy in [2]-

group GSS rduces to SCM and when each stream is in
its own group GSS redu~s to round-robia

ti

1-1.3 Disk Scheduling Algorithms for MixedMedia
Workloads
To our bowledge, the ody works with some relevance
to mixd-media disk schedtiing are [17, 10, 12, 13, 14].
The work in [13 ovetiewed the petiorruance gords for
tid
wortioad schedtig,
which are stiar
to ours,
and studied ordy how some known algorithms for
continuous-request sched~g,
such as EDF and
SCM~DF,
tiect the response time of discrete (or
aperiodic, as they ti
hem) requests. A simple
schedtig
scheme, ctied
“tie immediate server
approac~ [10] was employed for discrete requests,
according to which discrete requests were served in
between two successive EDF-selected continuous
rquests.

A siguifimt development in modemdsk sched~g
was to dso target tie high costs owing to rotatiod
delays. These algorithms [19. S] attemptd to ~e
the sum of seek and rotatiomd delays by favoring, for
instance, the request with the SMest Positioning Time
First (SP~.
Recentiy, disk contro~ers have been
developed which can rearrange the order of submitted
requests exTIoiting their detied knoNledge of the
seek and
requested blocks’ positions and ~
rotatio~ deh~-s [16].

Since mdtimedia disk schtitig
research has movd
away from EDF-basd algorithms, the works in [12, 13]
attempted to dytidy
model and predict the
petiormance of mtitimedia
sewers with mixed
wortioads, when sched~g
is based on the notion of
rounds. The work in [14] is a prem
attempt to
define the issues and present initial algorithms towards
efficient mixed-media disk schdtig.
The work
reported in this paper is a continuation of our work in
[13, 14]. We W present novel schedtig
dgoritbms,
which introdum drastic petiormance improvements. We
M rdso define a ~onomy of relatd algorithms which
we hope @ be useti to designers, implementors, and
researchers, in putting the problem and its prospective
solutions in context.

1.1.2 Disk Scheduling AIgorith~nsfor Continuous
Data Requests
The SCN algorithm is inapp~=ble for continuous data
requests since it is obfivious of dea~es. The Eartiest
Deafie First @~ dgoriti
[11] is a mti
choi~,
however. it has poor performan~ since it does not
attempt to redum the overh=d SC~-EDF
[17] is a
h3brid tit serves requests in EDF order, but when
seved rquests have the same dea~e, they are servd
using SC~. N40st rewed recent research has adopted
the notion of schtitig
with romfi [1, 6, 7, 15. 20].
Each continuous data object (mearn) is divided into
blocks (also ctied tigments) such that the phyback
dumtion of each tigment is some constant time
(gTidy,
from one to a feN swonds).

1.2 System Model and Problem Definition
Ourstomgeserver receives a mixed workload consisting

The round length represents an upper bound on the time
in which the storage server must retieve from disk the
next figments for M active continuous displays, or
some displays nfl tier a @tch ~VIthina rouna it is
possible to employ either a round-robin or a SCM
dgoriti
The Mer petiorms seek op~ou
re~ting in better disk throughput However, this is
achieved at tie expense of higher start-up Iatenciw, the
display cannot be started immediately after tie retrieval
of its*
block but ordy after the end of the round This
is done to avoid @tches. since the service order differs
from round to round This titation
is not present Nhen
using round-robti schedtig
which *O has lower
Mf btier requirements since it does not rquire the
double-btietig
scheme requird by SC~
between
successive rounds. A compromise was achieved with the
Group Sweeping Schtitig
(GSS) algorithm [22]. GSS
groups streams and employs round-robin schedtig for
the tierent
groups and SC~
schedfig
for the
streams’ block in a group. Thus, when there is ody one

of continuous and discrete data requests. It employs an
admission contro~er wtich bounds the number of
admitted streams, given the availabfity of resources
(such as W
buffers, disk bandwidd etc). We ~ dso
adopt the notion of schedtig
with rounds, outied
above. h additiow tie admission controUer W resewe
some subround period for discrete requests.
Within this tiewor~
the problem at hand is to derive
disk schtitig
rdgonthms that ti meet the foUowing
performance gords
L

the displays of continuous objects observe no
gfitches,
2. discrete requests have sm~ average response times
3. discrete r~uests do not -e,
and discrete requests
have a SW response time variance.
The disk’s wortioad consists of ~
concurrent
continuous-data rquests, C-requests, per schdtig
round and dso discrete-data requests, D-requests. fn each
roun~ the desired continuous blocks are known before
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bd (they are simply the nexl blocks of the admittd
stre-s). me requests for these blocks are in a waiting
queue (C-queue). D-requests arrive according to a
Poisson process with rate 2D and enter their waitig

(such as SCm in such smW intervals (i) does not retit
in major savings, ad (ii) focuses at the wrong overhead
componen~ To give a concrete example, consider a disk
drive with 1500 cytiders and a set of 10 requewd Ctigments, randotiy distributed over the disk’s surface.
Any seek within the defied 150~kder-wide
Cintervrds W be a “short seer, the cost of whick given
current technology, is ody a few (e.g., less than *)
tiseconds.
However, in such drives tie rotatioti
delay can be si@canfly higher than the seek cost (e.g.,
up to S tiseconds,
for the tives with the currentiy
tiest rotating speed). Furthermore, the transfer time can
ac~y
be significantly higher than both of the above
costs (e.g., a 200~ image in a disk with 10~/sec
tier
rate. requires a tier
time of 20 dfiseconds).
Give@ as mentioned in the introductory section, the
capabtities
of modem disk contro~ers, further
opmons,
such as the ones that fo~ow, are possible.

queue @-queue). k each round we aim to produce a
schedde which meets the above petio-ce
gods.
2 ~~D-LOAD

SC~D~~G
AND A TSONOW

ALGO~~lS
The nxonomy categories tie dgoritbms along two key
dimensio~
1. The number of separate scheduling phmes in a
round The algorithms are categotied as two-phase
sched&g
~S)
dgonthms when two separate
schedties are produd
one for tie C-rquests and
one for the D-reque~ md tie phases are nonoverlapptig
in time. One-phase schedfig
~gonthms
(OPS) produce tixed
schedties,
contig
both C- and D-requests. TPS rdgoritbrns
me specified as TPS:Phmel _Al~Phase2_Alg
-.~ me number of scheduli~lg Iwek. Hierarchical
for D-rquests W
be
scheduling dgorhhms
presentd These rdgorithms are based on de-g
cltiers of D-requests. At the higher leve~ the
dgorhhrns ~e concerned with the efficient
schedtig
of clusters. At the lower level. the
dgotithms are concerned with the schedtig
of a
clmr’s
requests. ~erarchid
rdgorithms are
Qec%d

ns

~l~-fi, :,

w’here A lg_High

The CI-SATF (C-htewd
Mgorithm
According to this dgonti
1.

2.

3.

and

Shortest Awess Time First)

The D-queue is partitioned into internal queues, one
per C-interval. The D-requests are distributed to the
appropriate intervrd queues.
IVithin each interval queue the D-requests are sorted
according to their totrd disk access costs (seek,
rotatiou and tier
times).
CI-SATF serves D-requests according to their order
in the intervrd queue.

The CI-OPT (C-htewd Optimal) Ngorithm
CI-SATF is a greedy rdgoriti
which may not produce
optimal scheddes. CI-OPT looks at dl D-requests k the
intervrd queue. considers M possible scheddes, and
determines the one with the minimum cost. It is well
known that such opmty
problems are reducible to the
Travetig Salesman Problem ~SP) [4, 9]. For this
reaso~ we place an upper bound on the number of
cluster members, (e.g., five, thus leading to the CIOPT(j) rdgonthm)6. According to this dgoriti

.41g_Lo~i’ae the ~gorithms used at the higher and
lower Ievels, re~ectively.
k this paper for A algorithms we choose to serve Crequests according to the SC~ poficy. The benefits of
tie SCN poficy are wefl knom and widely adopted
even for C-requests and leave fitde room for
improvement Thus. we WM motiy concentrate on how
to schedde the D-requests witi
tie round’s SCN
order for the C-requests.

1. The interval queues are constmctd as in CI-SATF.
except that when one is to contain more than five Drequests, it is recursively subdivided into two equrdsti queues.
2. The interval queues are then sorted in the order
computed by CI-OPT.

2.1 Clustering and Hierarchical Scheduling
a C-inten?al as the disk iutervd between the
disk qfiders of any two rquested C-tigments that are
successive in the current SC~s
direction. N Drquests belonging to the same C-intem~dforma cluster.
Hierarchic
schedtig
algorithms
in
essence
decompose the problem of schedtig ti D-requests into
tie subproblems of deriving efficient schedties of tie clusters a& the~ each clustefs reque~-

The ove~ @erarchid) dgorithrn serves the clusters of
D-requests in some order (which in this paper is SC~
md within each cluster (C-interval) serves the D-requests

Iire propose two lower-level schedtig
algorithms.
Their motivation is as fo~ows. Given a non-trivird set of
C-requests. clustering resuks in a number ofs@
Cintervds (such that any seek within the C-inten’d is a
algorithms
“short S@~ [18]). Applying seekaptig

~ We have found that -g
CI-OPTon clusters of five Drequests reqti
ne~~ble overh~
~ess than 100
mi~osmnds) and so Wedgoriti’s overheadis negfi~ble.
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according to the order in the correspontig
queue m produ~ by CI-SATF or CI~PT(5)-

interval

k addition to OPS:FMSH,
OPS: ‘w
Cr-Mm

‘w

c1 -oPT(q ‘

respectively.

For

the

dgona

●

The seek time modeling as a fiction of the distance is
given in Eq. 1 (for the WC2200A drive).

latter

1.
2.

3.

4.

3.45+0.5@,

See~@=

the

{

ms z~l<d<616

(1)

10.8+O.O1W, ms othewise

The rotationrd delay for each D-request is computti by
keeping track of the starting disk sector tithin tie
cyfider containing the D-requ& Given the constant
auvelocity of the disk and the s=k distances, along
tith the accurate swk cost model above, we can
dcdate which sector W be passing beneath the disk
head at tie end of the seek and thus compute the acti
rotatioti delay. The tier
time is given from the
dis~s -er
rate and the block size.
The C-requests sizes are Gamma ditibuted tith mean
200000 bytes and standard deviation 100000 bytes. The
values for C-requests reflect typical data characteristics
for ~EG-I
data. The sizes of D-requests are typicfly
smfler and obey a noti
distribution tith mean 70000
bytes and standard deviation 10000 bytes

@&

W C-requests WW be sen~ed tithin the current
roun~
No D-request D, wfl be sem~ in au earfier round
W

Scm
algorithms.
CI-em(5)

and OPS:

Table 1: ~sk Charactefitics

Rfied-scan ScHedtig)
D-requests are ordered in the D-queue based on their
arriv~ time. FMSH ensures tit
.

consider the

ml

2.3 One Phase Scheduling
k one phnse schedtig
schemes C-requests and Drequests are served together in an interleaved rnauner. Drequests that arrive during the service period of Crequests. do not n~stiy
have to mtit unti the end of
that period Tve propose and study the fo~ontig onephnse schedtig dgonthrns.
FM~H

dso

by modetig a
modem disk tive. The parameters of the disk drive are
given in Table 1.

clusters which WW be
~isited in SC~
order during the- second phase are
defied as in the CI~PT(5) dgoriti
except that
inst=d of a C-intem~ the nrhole disk is considerd
@emrchid)

we W

I

3 E~E-NTA~ON
~
PE~O~CE
~S~TS
3.1 Experimental Testbed
W sinudation rtits have been e~cted

2.2 Two Phase Scheduhng
k mo phase schedfig ~S) schemes wre serve Crequests and D-rquests separately into disjoint time
periods (C-period and D-period) wtiti each round Each
schdtie can be producd by any know or novel
dgoriti
k this paper we WW assume that at the
beginning of each round a schedtie for the N Crequests is constructed amrding to the SCM poficy,
md tien in the remaining time (unti the end of the
current round) the D-requests are sen’ed according to
either the SC~ disciptie or a hierarchic schedtig
disciphe. Thus. we wfi focus on VS:SW[SM
and
SCAITI

if so, the iteration stops, this D-rquest is removed
from the current SCN for this round and the
requests in the retiting SCN are served.

5.

b additiom before setig
a D-rquest tithin a cluster,
the dgonthms check if there wti be enough time to serve
N remaining C-rquests (using SC~.
K so. the Drquest is sem~ else, it is postponed unti the next
round h’ote W this check can rapidy be performed
ushg the known detied models for the seek co% the
rotatiod dehys, and the transfer times.

on

.-:.,,.. ._

The arrivrd of D-rqu~
is driven by a Poisson process
tith arrival rate AD and it is assumed that arriving Drequ~ are unifody distributed over the disk

D,. if DJ is ahwd of Di in the Dqueue.

W simtiations consist of five independent runs of
20,000 rounds each (which are enough for the algorithms
to reach steady-state). During each run: the number of Crequests is held constant and the rdts
for a specfic
performance metric are crdctiated ~vith cumtiative dati
For e~ple,
the steady-state D-request average response
time is obtained from the ratio of toti response time of
D-requests to the totrd number of serviced D-requests.

construct a SC~ schedtie for the C-rquests for
this round
incorporate the D-rquest at the head of the Dqueue,
in its proper position in the current SCM schedde,
and
dtiate
whether serving this SCM schedtie
(which includes this D-request) ti
retit in a
hiccup for one or more C-requests in the SCW.
ifno~ the iteration contiues from step (2).

●

7 We assume1zone for simplicity
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as the mean of

3.

4.

~goritbms. N dgonthms prevent @tches (ti N Crequests are completed before the end of the round). The
round’s duration is set to one second k Figure 1 we
present the simtition retits for the mean response time
of D-requests for ~erent ~ti
rates when N= 10.
Semtig 10 C-rquests per round according to the SCW
dgoritbm ad without intetig
D-requests in intetis
between sncwssive D-rquests, consumes about 35% of
tie toti round time.

2.

Ps :Sm’

CI-SAW

OPS: FMSH

5.

CI - 0~(5)

sc~
CI-SAW

6.

more than 250% worse compared

is

Scm
OPS:
perfom,
CI– Om(~
Ops,

Mthougb

not

as e~mt~

better than

as AD increases.

show

for

Vace

reasons, for

AD >35, for some algorithms &e system enters an

me major conclusions are that
has

OPS: FMSH
performs very well for low and
mdum
D-request arrival rates. For heavier
woruoads
the hierarchical OPS dgoriti
mnsiderably outpetiom it
Scm
Scm
perform
OPS :
and OPS :

better as the value of 2D increases sinR it gives a
greater chance for the Iocd op-tions
to work.
For heavier wortioads (i.e., when 2D 235

3.3 Rmtiti
Jf’e compnre the performance of the above schedtig

WS: SW’ /SCQ’
performanm.

i

35

L Thehlean ResponseTime of Wrequmts forN=10

Bletim
3.2 Pefiommce
%7emeasure the .i4ea~lRespome tiw of the D-requests,
as the sum of the request waiting tie (in a queue) and its
semice time. me service time is the sum of the seek
rotatiom md transfer tie.

1.

●

a

25
30
20
Arrival Wtes ofD-requ~ts (requ~filromd)
15

consistently

the

unstable

instance. for AD>35,
at the end of the
experiment more than 2% of the D-requests
“*d#
in the Dqueue. For the other rdgorithms
for AD < 3S the “strand@ D-requests are less than
lYo.
Agti
the tierarchid
algorithms enter into
unstable states at greater 2~ values.

worst

state.

TPS: SCM I SC~

‘m
petiorms worse than OPS
a - OPT(9
~gonthms for low and medium loads. But for very
OPS: FMSH
in the
hi~ loads it outpetiom
avemge response time (md its variability, although
not shown for space reasons). ~s emphasizes the
use~ess
of hierarchic
schedtig
its lod
options
achieve s@er
average response
ties. wtie the high-level fair schedder ensures
SW vtiabtity around them-

For

leaves

4 CON~USIONS
JVehave considered the problem of disk schdding

for
tied-m@a
wortioads. Despite the fact that such
wor~oads are typid of many applications, related
research efforts have largely overlookd this problem.
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We have presentti seve~ algorithms which *
to
ensure the hiccup-free dispky of continuous objects,
wtie etig
low’ average response times and low
response-tie variance for discrete requests. We have
contriiutd a tixonomy of related algorithms, or@ed
along ~o key dimensio~ the number of separate
schedtig phases and tie number of schedfig le~’els.
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